Abstract This paper is dedicated to exploit the same optimization mechanism of targeted energy transfer under different types of excitation. Specifically, a linear oscillator (LO) coupled with a vibro-impact (VI) nonlinear energy sink (NES) is analytically studied with an asymptotical method. The optimization mechanism under periodic excitation with a single frequency and under transient excitation is numerically obtained and experimentally validated for the first time. For periodic excitation, the boundary between the regime with two impacts per cycle and that of strongly modulated response (SMR) is proved to be optimal rather than SMR. The chaotic SMR is experimentally observed from the viewpoint of displacement of LO. The above observed mechanism is further applied to explain the optimization mechanism under transient excitation and that under periodic excitation with a range of frequency. It is experimentally verified that the optimization of the latter can be simplified to the optimization under an excitation with a single resonance frequency. For transient excitation, the efficiency of different transient response regimes is experimentally compared, which agrees with the periodic results. Moreover, the efficiency comparison of different lengths of cavity is also experimentally validated. In short, the close relation of optimization under different excitations is clearly demonstrated.
Introduction
In the past ten years, targeted energy transfer (TET) has been extensively studied in the domain of energy control [1, 2] . Nonlinearity is used to couple energy absorber and main system instead of linearity like linear spring for tuned mass damper. This kind of energy absorber device is called nonlinear energy sink (NES) . Under the context of TET, undesirable energy can be spatially transferred from a main structure to an attached NES in an irreversible way and be efficiently dissipated. The preceding researches have paved the road for the final goal of optimization design for engineering applications. Around this ultimate objective, the researches that explain the phenomena of TET will be briefly introduced and the focus will be laid on the aspect of optimization.
As the original researches about TET [3, 4] , the subsequent researches are concentrated on NES with cubic nonlinearity, which is termed as cubic NES. Therefore, the optimization study about cubic NES is more mature, though other types of NES also have been studied such as the two recent papers in the domain of sound and magnet [5, 6] . In order to optimize the system with cubic NES, different efforts have been dedicated for transient and periodic excitation with a range of frequency respectively. For transient excitation, it is demonstrated [2] that there are three TET mechanisms: fundamental TET, subharmonic TET and TET initiated by nonlinear beating. The last is proved to be most efficient and is closely related to some special orbits in the frequency energy plot (FEP) from the study of the underlying Hamiltonian system [7] . The initial energy of system should be high enough to ensure the activation of these special orbits. To insure this, a design criterion to choose the corresponding stiffness is proposed [8] . By this way, two requirements for sufficient energy dissipation can be guaranteed: the activation of the third TET mechanism and its dura-tion as long as possible. Although the above two aspects are satisfied and design parameters can be obtained by analytical calculation according to this criterion, the requirement of optimum cannot be insured and the underlying mechanism should be explained further.
In return, optimal parameters under transient excitation can be analytically and precisely obtained by a method proposed in [9, 10] . For periodic excitation, the response regimes, especially strongly modulated response (SMR), have been deeply studied [11] . For the purpose of optimization, a tuning procedure to provide the best total system energy suppression is proposed for cubic NES in a range of frequency around the natural frequency of main structure [12] and it is concluded that the quasiperiodic beating regimes can be more efficient than the steady state responses. As a complement, an optimization design procedure is proposed in [13] and its experimental results have validated the aforementioned conclusion by Starosvetsky. Its optimization objective is to avoid the occurrence of detached resonance curve with high amplitude and enlarge the zone of SMR as wide as possible.
From the above analysis, the periodic excitation with one specific frequency is not specially studied. In addition, the optimization mechanism behind different types of excitation and their relation should be studied as a whole. The abovementioned optimization problems also exist for vibro-impact (VI) NES.
VI NES, also named as impact damper that is considerably studied over sixty years [14] , is referred as a ball which is attached to a main structure and can freely move inside its clearance. Its excessive energy can be irreversible transferred and dissipated by consecutive impacts , which is studied like cubic NES in the context of TET [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Its optimization study under transient and periodic excitation is also developed respectively.
It is observed that the response regime with two impacts per cycle of main structure is the most efficient [14] . For transient excitation, it is showed that the free response starting with two impacts per cycle or regimes closed to this regime is more efficient compared to other cases [21] . Similar conclusion is obtained [17, 22] that TET is the most efficient with a medium clearance when special orbits are activated as the case of cubic NES. During the whole process of TET, transient resonance capture plays the role of energy reduction. For periodic excitation with a range of frequency, charts are developed for engineering applications within the resonance frequency range [23] , in which a medium optimal gap (clearance) is obtained for a specific frequency and it is not necessarily optimal at other frequencies. However, the underlying mechanism to find this optimal gap cannot be explained because of the limitation of the used method and is also not experimentally validated. In this same paper, it is found that the optimal value of design parameters for free and forced vibrations differs. This problem also exists for cubic NES. A design procedure [24] is proposed and the suggested optimum regime is actually corresponding to the minimal point in the slow invariant manifold (SIM) [19] . There are some discrepancy between analytical calculations and numerical results because that the proposed analytical solution may not be stable [25] . The edge of chaos, i.e. the limit between two impacts per cycle and chaos by intermittency which is called chaotic SMR [20] , is found to be the optimal response regime for self-excited vibrations with impact damper [26] . Moreover, periodic response regimes and SMR are experimentally observed [19, 27] . TET through SMR in the vicinity of resonance frequency is also obtained and it is proposed to increase the area of SMR for maximal energy reduction. Therefore, the same difficulty exists for both cubic NES and VI NES.
To exploit the possible same mechanism of optimization for different types of excitation, the same underlying characteristic needs to be found. A method with FEP [7, 17] is used to study the underlying Hamiltonian system, and the results are efficient for week damping. Considering damping, the multiple scales method can be directly used and is proved effective. Based on the already developed asymptotic method [18] [19] [20] , a general equation governing the variation of motion, e.g., the resonance part of SMR, is developed for both cubic and VI NES [28] , in which the interaction force between NES and main structure plays the central role in explaining the variation of different response regimes. As a further study of VI NES, the study of the influence of parameters on dynamics is improved [25] from the previous study of different parameters in a separate way to the study of different parameters as a whole. By this way, their mutual influence and the same underlying mechanism is clearer.
From the above analysis of optimization researches about cubic NES and VI NES, their optimization studies have been extensively carried out under different excitations respectively. Different design criteria are proposed for specific systems and are relatively mature. Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to study the efficiency of different response regimes in the first place and then to establish the relation of optimization mechanism for different types of excitation.
In this paper, a VI NES coupled to a linear oscillator (LO) is studied under periodic and transient excitations. In Sec. 2, the equation of motion is analytically studied with the multiple scales method. Then, numerical results are demonstrated and the relation between different excitations is analyzed. In Sec. 4, the optimization mechanism is experimentally verified under different excitation types. Finally, the conclusion is addressed. 
Modeling and analytical treatment
The analytical development of a system comprising a VI NES and a LO as presented in Fig. 1 is carried out here for both transient and periodic excitation. Since the transient case is a special case of periodic excitation (i.e. zero amplitude of outside force), only the latter is analyzed. The objective here is to apply the asymptotic method used in a series of papers [18] [19] [20] 25, 28 ] to obtain the possible optimization design criterion of the system with damping rather than its underlying Hamiltonian system.
Its motion between impacts is described by the following equation:
The corresponding physical parameters are expressed as follows:
ε where x, m 1 , c 1 and k 1 are the displacement, mass, damping and stiffness of the LO respectively. y and m 2 are displacement and mass of VI NES. The dots denote differentiation with respect to dimensionless time τ. b represents the clearance. x e (t) is the displacement imposed on the base by shaker. εG sin Ω τ and ε 2 λ 1 GΩ cos Ω τ represent the force contribution of displacement and that of velocity of excitation respectively imposed on LO. The latter term is conserved here to demonstrate its physical meaning and is neglected during the following analysis because of its small magnitude.
When |x − y| = b, impacts occur. The relation between after and before impact is obtained under the hypothesis of the simplified shock theory and the condition of total momentum conservation:
where r is the restitution coefficient and the superscripts + and − indicate time immediately after and before impact. New variables representing the displacement of the center of mass and the internal displacement of the VI NES are introduced as follows:
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eqs. (1) and (2), the equation between impacts in barycentric coordinate are given as:
and the impact condition (2) is rewritten as:
Multiple scales are introduced in the following form:
A detuning parameter (σ ) representing the nearness of the forcing frequency Ω to the simplified natural frequency of the LO is introduced:
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eqs. (4) and (5), equating coefficients of like power of ε and only conserving the first two orders: Fig. 2 Representation of the non-smooth functions Π (z) and M(z)
Order ε 1 :
For order ε 1 , only the term related to LO is conserved and will be used later. Combining the first and second order, the SIM and fixed points could be obtained. From the analysis of order ε 0 , v 0 represents an ideal undamped harmonic oscillator expressed as follow:
From the standpoint of w 0 , Eq. 8 and Eq. 9 represent a harmonically forced impact oscillator with symmetric barrier. For the regime of 1:1 resonance with two impacts per cycle, its solution can be searched in the following form:
Where Π (z) is a non-smooth sawtooth function [29] . This folded function and its derivative are depicted in Fig. 2 and are expressed as follows: 
Rewriting now the inelastic impact condition (9) yields:
Combining Eqs. (14) and (15) , a relation between B and C is obtained as follows:
An example of SIM with b = 1 and r = 0.6 is presented in Fig. 3 . The stability of SIM is analyzed by the approach used during the asymptotic analysis in [19] that is originally used in [30, 31] . By this stable analysis method, the stable branch is defined by the condition that the modulus of all the eigenvalues of a certain matrix relating two consecutive impacts is less than unity. This stability analysis can also be accomplished by direct numerical integration of Eqs. (8) and (9) .
In order to obtain the fixed points or study the nonstationary motion evolution of system on the SIM, i.e. the analysis of the transient resonance capture under transient excitation and the transient resonance transition of intermittent chaos (i.e. SMR), Eq. (10) at the next order of approximation is analyzed. To identify terms that produce secular terms, the function of w 0 is expanded in Fourier series in the following way:
where RFC represents the rest frequency components except the simplified natural frequency of LO. The component C (τ 1 ) is decided by the motion of LO and E (τ 1 ) is totally related to the motion of VI NES. E (τ 1 ) is also related to the periodic impact force. The Eq. (17) is a more general and relaxed analytical description with respect to the motion of VI NES compared to the former studies of 1:1 resonance with two symmetric impacts per cycle.
Substituting Eqs. (11), (12) and (17) into Eq. (10) and eliminating terms that produce secular terms give:
where
Θ represents the phase difference related to LO and VI NES. η represents the phase difference related to LO and outside excitation.
The fixed points can be obtained by equating the left side of Eq. (18) to zero and then combining it with Eq. (15) . In this way, the fixed points (number and position) can be obtained. Compared to the classic non-asymptotic method, its functionality is twofold. Firstly, its position can be used to judge the type of response regime. Secondly, its value can be precisely calculated for 1:1 resonance, which may be related to optimal response regime. Meanwhile, the corresponding equivalent force E between LO and VI NES can be used to analyze the performance. The above analysis will be studied further in the next section by numerical simulation.
Optimal TET and response regimes by numerical simulations
For engineering application, the length of cavity is more controllable than other parameters. Therefore, it will be chosen as the design parameter. About the possible response regime, it has been studied and is quantized by the number of impacts per cycle (i.e. z) as demonstrated in Fig. 4 . The displacement of LO (i.e. x), the relative displacement (i.e. w) and the projection of motion of system into SIM are demonstrated for different response regimes in the first, second and third column respectively. For a specific system described by Fig. 1 under periodic excitation, the following response regime will occur consecutively with the increase of the length of cavity (i.e. b): (a) chaos with infinite number of impact per cycle, i.e. the regime with more than two impacts per cycle with z > 2, (b) two asymmetric impacts per cycle with z = 2, (c) two symmetric impacts per cycle with z = 2, (d) chaos by intermittency, i.e. SMR with z < 2, (e) chaos with no duration of two impacts per cycle. The characteristic is clearly showed in the second column in Fig. 4 . Of course, the above regimes are not exhaustive. For the case of transient excitation, the above regime will occur one after another for a sufficient high initial energy except SMR. With the knowledge of variation mechanism of response regimes, which response regime is most optimal for periodic excitation and which response regime should be set as the starting point for transient excitation will be studied in this section.
Therefore, the system under periodic and transient excitation will be studied consecutively to see the optimal efficiency of TET and its corresponding response regimes by varying the length of cavity b. Meanwhile, the important role of SIM will be demonstrated.
For all simulation, the following parameters are fixed except that it is specially pointed out: λ 1 = 1.43, ε = 0.84, r = 0.6.
Periodic excitation with one single frequency
Parameters and initial conditions for periodic excitation are fixed as follows:
For resonance excitation, the corresponding amplitude of displacement of LO possessing the same energy during stable periods is calculated for both steady and not stationary response. The ratio of this amplitude with and without VI NES is a central and comparable index. This index is denoted as Ae. Meanwhile the ratio between the maximal amplitude of LO with VI NES and that of LO without VI NES is termed as Am. The difference between the above two indices can be distinguished from the displacement of LO for SMR, in which the amplitude is no longer stable.
With the increase of the length of cavity b, different response regimes have been observed and classed according to their efficiency as showed in Fig. 5 : area A with more than two impacts per cycle, area B with two impacts per cycle (asymmetric or symmetric), area C as SMR with partial duration of two impacts per cycle, area D as chaos without any duration with two impacts per cycle. It is found that only the response regime with two impacts per cycle is steady with the same Am as Ae. It is observed that the optimal value lies at the boundary between resonance regime with two impacts per cycle and SMR. The following conclusion can be made: the response regime with two impacts per cycle is more efficiency than the case with more than two impacts per cycle. However, the result of efficiency comparison of SMR and the two impacts per cycle depends on the specific conditions. For the same case with two impacts per cycle, the symmetric case is more efficient than the asymmetric case.
To better understand the above numerical results, the analytical results will be demonstrated here. Specifically, the fixed points obtained from Eq. (16) and Eq. (18) (the stable state of this equation) and its variation in the SIM will be used to judge the response regime and the precise calculation of the value for system design.
With the analytical results in the second section, two fixed points (circle for stable point and cross for unstable point) can be obtained. According to its position, three different areas are observed as showed in Fig. 6 : with more than two impacts per cycle for fixed point in area A, with two impacts per cycle (full duration or partial duration) in area B and no duration of two impacts per cycle for area D.
For small value of b, the response regime with more than two impacts per cycle occurs and the localization of fixed points is showed in Fig. 6(a) , actually these two points only theoretically exists and cannot precisely describe the actual case, in which the amplitude usually is not steady.
With the increase of b, relative locations between fixed points and SIM will change. In the case showed in Fig. 6(b) , SIM will move up and results in the move of one fixed point from area A to B and another fixed point in the red unstable branch. In this case, the response regime with two asymmetric and symmetric impacts per cycle will consecutively occurs until one fixed point meet the minimal point in the SIM. Meanwhile, the efficiency of energy reduction is increased during this process as showed by the preceding numerical results. One important thing is that three important points can be analytically obtained: the boundary point between area A and area B, the boundary point between two symmetric and asymmetric impacts per cycle and the minimal point at SIM.
When one fixed point passes the minimal value of SIM, two cases can exist and denoted by circle for case 1 and ellipse for case 2 as showed in Fig. 6 (c) and SMR will occur. For case 1, the stable point passes from the thick stable branch to the thin unstable branch. In this case, the optimization point is localized in the minimal point of SIM. In case 2, the unstable point in the thin unstable branch will move into the thick stable branch and finally meet with the other fixed point. In this case, SMR will be more efficient than the case with two impacts per cycle. Anyway, the above two cases can be analytically calculated. In [25] , the influence of frequency of excitation on the existence of these two cases is explained and it is showed that the case 1 applies for the excitation with the natural frequency of LO or even high frequency. A further increase of b, these two fixed points will meet and then disappear, there will be no fixed points as showed in Fig. 6(d) and then chaos occurs.
From the above analysis, the variation of E can be conversely inferred from the variation of C with the variation of b. For the optimal case with minimal C, E related to interaction force is the largest. Moreover, its variation mechanism is inverse to that of C. For SMR, the transient interaction force E can be inferred from the corresponding steady value and can be used to explain the variation mechanism of SMR as has been done in [28] . In this paper, this value will be used to establish the bridge between transient and periodic excitation.
In summary, the efficiency of different response regimes is numerically obtained and analytically explained. The optimal response regime is the limit between that with two impacts per cycle and SMR for the excitation with the natural frequency of LO.
Transient excitation
In order to compare with the periodic excitation, the transient excitation for the same system is studied. Eq. Fig. 7(a-c) . In Fig. 7(a) , the efficiency of VI NES is clearly observed by the difference between blue and red curve. In Figs. 7(b) and (c), the transient resonance between LO and VI NES is clearly showed. In Fig. 7(d) , the motion is projected to SIM and the ability of SIM to govern the transient resonance is showed.
Evidently, the response undergoes different stages during the whole process, which is showed by the relative displacement during the whole process as showed in Fig. 8(a) . At the starting place, the regime with more than two impacts per cycle (i.e. z > 2) is excited as showed in Fig. 8(b) . Then the two asymmetric and symmetric impacts per cycle consecutively appears in the stage 2 as demonstrated in Fig. 8(c) . In Fig. 8(d) , the stage with sparse impacts occurs when the energy of system is low. The above three parts are similar to stage A, B and D in the case of periodic excitation just without SMR and the change direction of regimes is fixed. The instantaneous energy distribution is showed in Fig. 8(e) . From about τ = 100 to τ = 200, there exits strongly energy exchange. The accumulated energy dissipated by LO and VI NES is showed in Fig. 8(f) . The above mentioned period of strong energy exchange can be observed from different perspectives. The energy decay inclination of LO is almost linear in Fig. 7(a) , the projection of motion is controlled by SIM at these moments demonstrated in Fig. 7(d) , the response regime is two impacts per cycle showed by the relative displacement in Fig. 8(c) . In Fig. 8(f) , the accumulated energy dissipated by the damp- ing of LO and impacts is compared. The time moment for 95% energy reduction of the initial energy of LO and the accumulated energy dissipated by VI NES during this period is used to characterize the efficiency of VI NES. Based on the response regime at the starting stage for different values of b, three typical responses are showed in Fig. 9 . The starting stage can be distinguished from the relative displacement in the first column of Fig. 9 . The displacement of LO with and without VI NES is compared in the second column. The motion projected into SIM is demonstrated in the third column.
The efficiency comparison of different response regimes with various b is plotted in Fig. 10 . The time needed for 95% energy reduction of LO and the corresponding accumulated percent of energy dissipated by VI NES are two indices used to characterize the energy reduction efficiency of VI NES. The left and right vertical axes denote the energy percent dissipated by VI NES and the corresponding dimensionless time needed.
It is observed that the most efficient case is obtained when the response starts from the stage 2, i.e. two impacts per cycle, which is well demonstrated by Fig. 9(b) with b = 0.05, the decay inclination is linear that can be seen from the variation of displacement denoted by the blue curve in its middle subfigure. It should be pointed out that the value of b is so intentionally chosen that these limited points can almost represent the typical starting point in the SIM. It is specially noticed that the starting point of the above optimal response for transient excitation is different from that of the optimal response regime for periodic excitation. The conclusion is that the optimal starting point should be located a little away from the lowest point in SIM and the specific distance remains unknown and will be discussed later.
Discussion
In section 2, the general Eq. (17) governing the variation of motion is developed to further explain the transient transition process of response. This kind of process exists for SMR and response under transient excitation. In section 3.1 and 3.2, the optimization mechanism of TET for periodic excitation with one frequency and transient excitation is obtained. The frequency of periodic excitation is chosen the same as the natural frequency of LO in order that the optimization mechanism under these two different excitations is comparable. In this section, the relation between transient and periodic excitation about the mechanism of optimization is established at the first place. Then the obtained results are used to explain the existing problems in the previous studies or to provide possible design criteria for the future study.
Transient and periodic excitation
For periodic excitation, the steady state response regime is identified by two impacts per cycle. The value of E in Eq. (17) can be analytically calculated and is related to one stable point in the blue stable branch in SIM. Of course, every point in the stable branch relates to a value of E and can be analytically obtained, though it may not actually exist. From the variation law of efficiency for different lengths of cavity under fixed periodic excitation (i.e. constant G), the value of C becomes smaller as the stable fixed point moves from up to down in the right branch. The sum of right hand side of Eq. (17) should be zero for the points in the branch. Therefore the value of E increases until the maximal value corresponding to the minimal point of SIM. A further increase of length of cavity b from the case of two impacts per cycle, the SMR showed in Fig. 4 (d) appears and the corresponding actual value of E varies around an analytical calculated value during the whole process.
For transient excitation, there does not exist SMR. Response regime continuously transits from one type to another type with the decrease of C. However, the transient response can be approximately described by the steady state type, i.e. the above interaction force can be applied. Its effectiveness can be seen from the precise description of SIM for the resonance parts of the motion projection of SMR and transient response. We can imagine an outside force for any moment during the whole process as if the outside excitation is abruptly added to hold this transient regime. The equivalent value of E can be obtained by the analytical results in the section 2. However, this value of the imagined force will not be constant. If the original starting place is set to the minimal point of SIM, the value of E will be the largest with a corresponding largest outside force. Yet, its duration will be very short. In contrast, if the starting point in SIM is designed to a very high point in the right red branch, its efficiency will also be very low considering the low efficiency at the start. Therefore, the design criterion is that the efficiency of TET should be not only high at the beginning but also last as long as possible. Theoretically, this optimal point can be obtained, but its analytical calculation should be very complex. Although it is still not analytically obtained in this paper, its mechanism is further explained. For the former study about optimization mechanism of TET, most work is concentrated in the activation of TET. However, only the condition of activation is not enough for optimal objective because it should also possess a long enough duration. In [8] , one practical design criterion for cubic NES is proposed with applicability though may not optimal. But the underlying mechanism is not developed in detail. The design contradiction claimed in [23] 
Periodic excitation with one frequency and with a range of frequency
To study the optimization mechanism for excitations with a range of frequency in the vicinity of the natural frequency of a LO, the optimization mechanism under one excitation with a specific frequency should be studied at the first place. When the frequency response function of LO is obtained during a range of frequency, the amplitude at different frequency points is different. The value at the point of natural frequency is maximal. If an optimal value of b is chosen according to the above analysis for the resonance point, the problem is that the value of b will not be still optimal for the other points and will result in intermittency chaos (i.e. SMR) or chaos without duration of two impacts per cycle. If this value is optimally designed for other frequencies, the same dilemma occurs. Therefore, there does not exist one value of b optimal for all frequency. Although the value of b can be chosen to make the SMR appear for all frequency, it does not mean that this value is optimal. If the objective is to control the resonance value of LO, the problem is simplified to the case with one frequency. This design objective is reasonable and practical.
Experimental validation and analysis
The objective of this part is to experimentally verify the obtained optimization mechanism in the preceding section. For periodic excitation, the focus is to validate the periodic case with one single frequency at the first place and then to verify the results under a range of frequency. As for transient excitation, the study with experimental validation is already partly done by Bapat [23] , the experimental results here will provide more details about the efficiency of different transient response regimes and will be compared to the former study results.
Periodic excitation

Experimental setup
The global experimental configuration is showed in Fig. 11(a) . A ball is put inside a cavity of LO and can freely move inside. The whole system is embedded on 10 kN electrody-
without VI NES 
The displacement of the LO as well as the imposed displacement of the shaker are measured using contactless laser displacement sensors. The acceleration of LO and shaker is measured by an accelerometer. A detailed view of the VI NES is presented in Fig. 11 (b) . It simply consists of a closed cavity of length d + 2b, where d is the diameter of the ball and b can be adjusted by a cylinder in the cavity. The cylinder and the other side cover are made of hardened steel. The physical parameters of the system have been identified by performing modal analysis and are summarized in Table 1 .
Single frequency excitation
The frequency of excitation slowly varies from 7.82 Hz to 7.84 Hz, which can be considered almost fixed to the value 7.83 Hz. This value is closed to the natural frequency f 0 = 7.86 Hz. Its acceleration is fixed to 0.06 g. The response without VI NES is recorded as reference and the results with VI NES is obtained by varying the value of b from 5-50 mm. It should be pointed out here the unit of b expressed in the experimental results is mm which is different from m for numerical results. The results are showed in Fig. 12 . The time history of displacement of LO is showed, but only the stable period regardless of the starting and ending parts is used for calculation and comparison. Specifically, the time period 20-70 s is considered. In Fig. 12(a) , the displacement amplitude of LO decreases slowly with the increase of b. For b = 5 mm and b = 10 mm, the response regime with three impacts per cycle occurs. The asymmetric two impacts per cycle appears for b = 15 mm and b = 20 mm. Symmetric two impacts per cycle corresponds to b = 25 mm and b = 27.5 mm. In Fig. 12(b) , the variation trend is inverted as the increase of b. The response regime is always SMR, but the occasional duration time of two impacts per cycle is shorter and shorter. One specific This kind of chaotic SMR [20] is experimentally validated from the point view of VI NES by the existence of intermittent strong impacts [28] . Of course, it can be described directly by the strongly modulated envelope of x as showed here. To compare the efficiency of different b, the data during 20-70 s denoted by blue dotted rectangle is used to calculate the equivalent amplitude (Ae) possessing the same energy, which is represented by the black dotted line. For not steady state response and specially SMR, the maximal amplitude (Am) during this process is recorded which is the vertical value of point C in this case. The calculated results are showed in Fig. 12(d) and the variation law observed in Fig. 5 is verified. One difference is that the numerically observed area D is not experimentally observed because of the limit of the length of cavity. The efficiency of the regime with two impacts per cycle (b = 30 mm) and that of the SMR (b = 32.5 mm) are almost the optimal value and the optimal value b can be inferred to be located between them. The obtained value Ae = 40.16 % is very interesting from the point of energy reduction.
Frequency band excitation
To study the influence of b around the natural frequency of LO and the possibility of application of the above observed mechanism, the system periodically excited under a range of frequency is studied. The starting frequency f s and ending frequency f e during sweep is showed in Table 1 and the acceleration is still fixed to 0.06 g.
The displacement of LO is recorded for different b and is showed in Fig. 13 . The shift of resonance peak between different experimental results comes from the difference of the starting record time. The maximal value of every sweep is indicated by different values of Y as showed in Fig. 13(a) and (b). For the frequency around resonance, the same mechanism described in the former section is well demonstrated by the value of Y. Its performance is also optimal for a medium value of b. The transition process of response for different value of b close to the optimal response is showed in Figs. 13(c-e) . The optimal value locates between b = 27.5 mm (i.e. two impacts per cycle) and b = 30 mm (i.e. SMR). For b > 30 mm, the efficiency will decrease for all frequency with the transition of response regime from SMR with long duration of two impacts per cycle to that with short duration and until totally no two impacts per cycle. In return, the efficiency for the resonance frequency will decrease with the decrease of b, but the response regime in other excitation frequencies will shift from SMR to two impacts per cycle and even to chaos (i.e. many impacts per cycle and different from the above mentioned one), which means that their efficiency will increase at first and then decrease. In this way, the optimal mechanism for a range of frequency is clear. If the optimization objective around resonance frequency is to control the maximal amplitude, the system can be optimized at the resonance frequency according to the above optimization mechanism. In this optimal case, SMR will occur for other frequency close to resonance frequency and its duration of two impacts per cycle will increase with the decrease of the distance of this frequency from resonance frequency. Therefore, the optimal design for a range of frequency is directly related to that of resonance frequency. Although it is optimally designed for a range of frequency, VI NES will not work at its optimal state for other frequency except resonance frequency.
Transient excitation
Experimental setup
The same LO coupled with VI NES in Fig. 11 is used for the transient case as showed in Fig. 14 , so the parameters are almost the same as showed in Table 1 except a little addition of mass owing to the ring bolt. The LO is installed to a cast iron bench. One laser sensor and one accelerometer are used to measure the displacement and acceleration of LO respectively, meanwhile impact moments can be detected. For all tests, the initial displacement of LO is drawn to around 20 mm which is realized by a stretching device displayed in Fig. 14(b) . The location of the ball is random inside the cavity and it is supposed that it will not influence the stable response. The initial velocity of ball and LO is zero. Only the length of cavity is varied to see the transition of response regime for one specific length of cavity and further to compare the efficiency of different lengths of cavity.
Efficiency of different transient response regimes
The response of LO with b = 15 mm is demonstrated in Fig. 15 . The time history of displacement is displayed in Fig. 15(a) and it is observed that the displacement is not symmetric at the initial stage until the time around t1 = 0.9254 s. However, the acceleration in this period is symmetric showed in Fig. 15(b) . The pulse value of acceleration denotes an impact moment. According to the number of impacts during one cycle of LO, different response regimes can be detected. An enlarged view of acceleration is showed in Fig. 15(c) . The transition of impact number (i.e. z) can be clearly identified. The area 1,2 and 3 are enlarged in Fig. 15(d-f) respectively. In area 1, the regime with three impacts per cycle disappears. In area 2, the regime with two impacts per cycle escapes into one impact during some cycles and will come back to the regime with two impacts per cycle. In area 5, the regime with two impacts per cycle escapes and cannot come back again. The different marked points correspond to different areas respectively. From the regime with three impacts per cycle to the regime with no impacts per cycle, different response regimes exist as represented in the SIM. To compare their efficiency, the decay rate of displacement amplitude during the period [t1,t2] displayed in Fig. 15(a) is used.
An enlarged view of Fig. 15(a) is showed in Fig. 16(a) . The local minimal displacements are marked out and represented by a i and plotted in Fig. 16(b) , which also represent its envelop. The variation of absolute value of difference (i.e. da = a i+1 − a i ) is demonstrated in Fig. 16(c) . It is observed that the value of da varies during the whole process and cannot be approximated by a constant value. This means that the inclination rate is more complex than expected and cannot be described as linear, though it is truly different to the case without VI NES and is closer to a linear decay rate. Therefore, the index of linear decay rate in the former study of impact damper may cause misunderstanding and it also should be noticed for other kinds of NES. Then the relative decay rate δ is used to compare different response regime. Specifically, δ is defined and calculated as follows:
The results are showed in Fig. 16(d) . In zone 1, regime with three impacts per cycle exists. In zone 2 and 4, regime with two impacts per cycle exists. In zone 3, occasional short escape of two impacts per cycle appears. In zone 5, almost no impacts occur. The blue broken polyline can approximately describe the variation tendency of the efficiency of different response regimes. Except the phenomenon of occasional out of the excitation of VI NES, the obtained efficiency law agrees well with the former conclusion from the study of periodic excitation. The occasional out of excitation is probably related to the friction between ball and LO and it is not considered in our study.
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Efficiency of different lengths of cavity
Except b = 15 mm, other values of b have been chosen to find the optimal value of b and the corresponding starting response regime. The time history of displacement for b = 20 mm is used to display the envelop extraction of each b and it is showed in Fig. 17(a) . Its local maximum and minimum is extracted and will constitute its own envelop. For b = 20 mm, only local maximum is showed. Because of the numerical precision, some local minimal and maximal values are presented by many values around the theoretical ones, especially for small displacement amplitude. However, it will not influence the analysis and can reflect the variation trend of amplitude any way. The envelop for different values of b is demonstrated in Fig. 17(b) . With the increase of b, the decay rate becomes bigger until b = 40 mm. For this value of b, the starting response regime is still that with two impacts 
Conclusion
A LO coupled with a VI NES is analytically studied with multiple scales method in Sec. 2. A general equation is developed to explain SMR and transient response. In Sec. 3, the optimization mechanism is studied under periodic and transient excitation respectively by numerical simulation. The optimal response regime is obtained for periodic excitation with one single frequency and the starting response regime is obtained for transient excitation. The obtained results are used to explain the optimization relation between different excitation types. In the next section, the obtained optimization mechanism under periodic with one single and a range of frequency and under transient excitation are experimentally validated.
The interaction force related to impacts is analytically developed and is used as the bridge to connect the steady state response and nonstationary response under periodic and transient excitation. The response regime at the boundary between the regime with two impacts per cycle and SMR is numerically and experimentally proved to be the most efficient response regime for the periodic excitation, which is contrary to the traditional impression that SMR is the more efficient. The conclusion also applies for other frequency since the variation mechanism of response regime should be the same. Moreover, this optimal value can be analytically calculated and is practical for engineering applications. The optimization mechanism and optimal design under transient excitation is clarified by that mechanism under periodic excitation. Its requirement is that design parameters should be chosen to make not only the response regime with high TET exist at the beginning but also last as long as possible. The optimization objective with the classic method to test the efficiency of VI NES under periodic excitation with a range of frequency is clarified again and the reason why there is no optimal parameters (e.g., b) for all frequency is also explained.
By experimental validation, if VI NES is designed optimal for LO under the excitation with resonance frequency, the performance will be optimal as a whole for a range frequency around resonance frequency. From experimental results under transient excitation coupled with VI NES, it is observed that the traditional concept of the linear decay rate of displacement amplitude of main structure does not apply and the actual situation is more complex than a linear description, which should be noted for other types of NES. The efficiency of different transient response regimes is also compared from a new point of view and the conclusion agrees with that of periodic excitation.
Although the theoretical, numerical and experimental studies in this paper are not quantitatively connected, the results are enough to accomplish its objectives. Considering that VI NES is studied under the context of TET, the above conclusion may be generalized to other types of NES.
